Vibrational sum frequency (VSF) spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulations are used to investigate ethanol-silica and methanol-silica interfaces. We describe the subtle differences in molecular organization that result in different VSF spectra obtained at the alcohol-silica liquidsolid interfaces. Alcohol molecules hydrogen bonded to the silica surface induce orientational opposition in an adjacent low-population region, which implies VSF signal reduction. This low population region is essentially of zero density in the ethanol system, suggesting less signal cancellation. Simulated silica defect sites increase the population of this region in both systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid surfaces often force molecules in an adjacent phase to adopt anisotropic structures and organizations leading to differences between bulk and interfacial properties. Both experimental and computational studies of these surfaces have shown distinctive changes in interfacial density, dynamics, and solvation relative to bulk behavior. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] These changes have direct consequences for mechanistic descriptions of a wide array of surface phenomena including adhesion, corrosion, chromatography, and catalysis. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Traditionally these properties have been blending compounds for reformulated gasoline. 22, 23 Numerous experimental and theoretical studies have investigated both these solid/alcohol and solid/alcohol vapor interfaces. [23] [24] [25] [26] More recently, VSFS and other 2 nd order nonlinear optical methods have been employed to study molecular-level interactions at buried silica/liquid alcohol interfaces. 20, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Using this surface specific technique, vibrational modes of species in asymmetric environments have been observed and used to discern the structure and organization of interfacial molecules. Of all the short chain alcohols, methanol exhibits the most peculiar behavior, with data from experiments and simulations leading to conflicting descriptions of solvent structure at this solid/liquid interface.
While VSFS studies have reported strong methanol signatures from silica/methanol vapor interfaces, signal at the silica/methanol interface is virtually nonexistent. 20, 27, 28 Shen and coworkers accredited this observation to the proposed formation of a rigid methanol bilayer at the interface with the first sublayer hydrogen bonding to the surface silanols, and the second sublayer interacting weakly through the opposing methyl groups. Due to the opposing methyl groups having antiparallel vibrational dipoles, the SF signal was predicted to disappear. 20 This same cancellation, however, is not seen when the methanol is replaced with ethanol. Ethanol has an observable VSFS response at both the silica/vapor and silica/liquid interfaces. 20 While the silica/vapor signal arises from the same hydrogen-bound monolayer, the bilayer observed at the silica/liquid interface does not result in complete cancelation of SF signature. This observation is accredited to two main sources. First, the second layer is expected to have a much broader orientational distribution than the first layer; and second, while the methyl symmetric stretches of the two layers are oppositely oriented and result in severely diminished signal, the antisymmetric stretches remain unaffected. 20 Further attempts at characterizing these surfaces have been made by examining binary mixtures of the alcohol with water, carbon tetrachloride, and acetonitrile. 27, 28 Methanol will give rise to a signal at silica/liquid interfaces under carefully controlled conditions. Zhang et al. have studied both methanol-water and methanol-carbon tetrachloride binary mixtures at the silica interface using VSFS. They found that in binary solutions with CCl 4 , methanol gave a strong SF signal at methanol mole fractions of 3-30%, but at higher fractions, the signal disappeared. When carbon tetrachloride was replaced with water, however, methanol did not give a signal at any mole fraction. 28 These behaviors were attributed to the nonpolar nature of carbon tetrachloride allowing the formation of a methanol monolayer at the surface until a high enough mole fraction is reached and a second antiparallel methanol sublayer forms.
In water, however, methanol molecules are forced through hydrophobic interactions to associate through the methyl groups at all mole fractions resulting in no SF signal. In a similar experiment, Gobrogge and Walker studied binary mixtures of methanol and acetonitrile and found that any response from methanol was conspicuously absent at all mole fractions, further supporting the proposed model of interfacial methanol pairs consisting of oppositely oriented monomers.
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Computational studies have also been used to investigate the silica/alcohol buried interface. Roy et al. confirmed that at the silica/methanol interface, the first sublayer of methanol molecules hydrogen bonds strongly to the surface silanol groups, but found that the second sublayer tends to associate with the O-H bonds pointing towards the surface. 5 Simulations suggest that the second sublayer forms additional hydrogen bonds with the first sublayer as opposed to interacting through the van der Waals attraction of antiparallel methyl groups. Such organization should lead to enhanced SF intensity given that interfacial solvent molecules are all oriented in approximately the same direction. However, computational support is also found for the antiparallel bilayer model. Simulations by Tallarek and co-workers show that methanol forms a monolayer hydrogen bound to the silanols thereby presenting a hydrophobic surface to the bulk. The methyl-terminated interface then causes the next layer of methanol molecules to orient their methyl groups toward the surface. 33 Such organization should lead to significantly diminished (or absent) signals in VSFS experiments consistent with what has been observed experimentally.
Differences between these two descriptions of methanol organization are likely to be sensitive to experimental conditions including surface silanol density. Specifically, if the surface silanol density is high and the surface layer of methanol is packed tightly, one might expect that the second layer of methanol to adopt an antiparallel arrangement. However, if the silanol surface coverage is lower, adsorbed methanol monomers will have enough space in between so that the second layer can hydrogen bond to the first.
In the work presented below, results from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are compared with data from VSFS experiments in order to develop a better understanding of the structure of methanol and ethanol at the silica interface. Experiments show that while both alcohols give a signal at the silica/vapor interface, only ethanol gives an appreciable signal at the silica/liquid interface. Our MD simulations support the layered methanol system proposed by Roy et al. 5 Striking differences between the two solvents are observed in their organization and dynamics, however. When compared to methanol, ethanol molecules are shown to have longerlived alcohol-silica hydrogen bonds, and a large (~3 Å) region of near zero density between the first two sublayers. Furthermore, by lowering the number of active sites on the surface and thereby decreasing the number of hydrogen bonded methanol molecules, the density of the second methanol sublayer is shown to increase as the surface (including the first methanol layer) becomes less hydrophobic. While this predicted result is difficult to test systematically by experiment, surface hydroxyl coverage can be changed by changing the substrate. α-Alumina has surface hydroxyl concentrations 2-3 times higher than silica. VSF data from the methanol/α-alumina liquid-solid interface show a weak but pronounced response from the interfacial solvent. This result suggests that small changes in surface composition have very strong effects on local solvent organization.
This paper is organized as follows. In parts 2 and 3 we detail the relevant experimental and simulation techniques used to study the silica-methanol and silica-ethanol systems. In part 4
we introduce the system through the viewpoint of MD simulations, describe experimentally obtained VSF spectra, and qualitatively explain interesting features of these spectra by directly comparing MD data from these two systems.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Spectroscopic grade methanol and ethanol were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. 0.5 mm Silica slides from SPI, Inc. were first cleaned using a 50/50 (v/v) mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid. The silica slides were then rinsed with deionized water (18.2 MΩ/cm) and dried thoroughly to create a fully hydroxylated silica surface that was then affixed to our experimental cell and placed in direct contact with the liquid or saturated vapor phase of interest.
The VSFS apparatus has been described elsewhere. 3 In brief, a Libra-HE Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent, 3.3W 85 fs pulse width, 1kHz repetition rate) coupled to a visible optical parametric amplifier (Coherent OPerA Solo) to generate the visible and IR beams. The IR wavelength was tuned from 3.2 to 3.7 μm in 0.05 μm increments and the IR field was focused onto the sample at an angle of 73° with respect to normal. The visible beam was spectrally stretched and sliced using an 1800 g/mm grating and variable width slits resulting in a spectrally narrowed visible beam (20 cm -1 ). After passing through two different delay stages, this beam was focused onto the surface at an angle of 67° with respect to normal. Visible power immediately before the sample was ~8 µJ while the IR power was ~5 µJ. IR power was adjusted with neutral density filters to be as high as possible without boiling the sample. The generated sum frequency signal was directed into a monochromator (SpectraPro-300i, Acton Research Corporation) and dispersed onto a CCD (PIXIS100B, Princeton Instruments). VSF spectra were combined and corrected for ambient background contributions using in-house Igor Pro (v.6) routines.
III. SIMULATION DETAILS
Molecular dynamics simulations of the neat silica-methanol and silica-ethanol solidliquid interfaces were performed using in-house MD code. Our silica surface is derivative of the fully-hydroxylated β−Cristobalite surface used by Lee and Rossky 34 and has recently been described elsewhere. 35 Briefly, we modified the Lee and Rossky surface to include fully flexible silicon-oxygen-hydrogen surface sites that incorporate the CHARMM water contact angle Lennard-Jones and bond parameters. 36, 37 The methanol and ethanol force field parameters are those used in our earlier work, 38 using a united atom 3 or 4 site description of the alcohol.
Intermolecular potentials are calculated as the sum of Lennard-Jones and Coulomb terms:
where i and j are atoms of different molecules separated by a distance r. Mixed Lennard-Jones interactions were calculated using standard Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules: Production runs (unless noted otherwise) utilized 10 independently generated configurations, each was used to run a 750 ps MD trajectory at constant T = 298K. Data reported below represents the average over these 7.5 ns of simulation time.
Silica-alcohol hydrogen bond detection utilized a previously described geometrical definition 5 where a silica-alcohol hydrogen bond exists when the donor-acceptor oxygen-oxygen distance, r OO , is less than 3.4 Å and the H-O-acceptor angle is less than 30º.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SIMULATION OVERVIEW
Center-of-mass density profiles of liquid methanol and ethanol at a solid silica interface share most features. (Figure 1 ) The first major peak represents alcohol molecules hydrogen bonded to the silica surface, in most cases each alcohol molecule at the interface participates in hydrogen bonds with two neighboring silica sites, acting as a hydrogen bond donor in one and as acceptor in the other. The cumulative number of solvent molecules depicted on the right vertical axis shows that the first peak of the density profile of both liquids corresponds to a complete one monolayer coverage of the silica surface. As will be shown below, the alkyl tails of the hydrogen-bonded alcohols align to create a hydrophobic region that repels the polar liquid, resulting in the observed low-density regions that follow the first density peak. This hydrophobic region induces ordering in the alcohols that oscillates for several periods until bulk density is reached at z ≈ 25Å. The density oscillations are out of phase due to the alcohol molecules' different sizes.
The most physically interesting difference is in the region between the first and second major density peaks. In methanol this region is sparsely populated by a small but certainly nonzero to the larger alkane-like region formed by ethanol's longer alkyl group. In the silica-methanol system, the surface-induced alkane-like layer is thin enough to not totally repel all non-hydrogen bonded polar molecules in its vicinity. Simulation snapshots in Figure 2 show the difference in the low population regions of the two systems. In this work we shall refer to this low population region between the first two major density peaks as the "second sublayer" 5 and note that this second sublayer is distinct from the second solvent layer, which we define as the second major density peak in the respective systems, centered at z ≈ 8 Å and z ≈ 10 Å for the methanol and ethanol systems, respectively. Interfacial organization at the surface appears qualitatively similar in both systems but the dynamics of these interfaces, particularly residence time of alcohol molecules near the silica interface, are different. Survival probability quantifies solvent molecule mobility in the direction normal to the silica surface. We define the survival probability as the probability that a molecule of methanol or ethanol within specified lamella parallel to the interface at a given time remains within the same specified region after an elapsed time t. This quantity is calculated using the time correlation function (TCF) formalism:
where h represents a random variable of interest. In the case of survival probability, C S (t), we define h to be 1 if a given molecule is within specified z coordinates and 0 if the molecule is outside of the range. The ensemble average is calculated for all alcohol molecules and for all time origins. These survival probability TCFs, shown in Figure 3 , illustrate the relative stability of the silica-ethanol surface. Regions where silica-alcohol hydrogen bonds exist, defined as 0.0 < z < 4.5 Å and 0.0 < z < 7.0 Å for methanol and ethanol, respectively, show a large difference in solvent mobility. Methanol's second sublayer is defined as 4.5 < z < 6.0 Å to include the nonhydrogen bonded molecules adjacent to the methanol molecules hydrogen bonded to the silica surface. As is mentioned above, this second sublayer is distinct from the second solvent layer, move in and out of this second sublayer, which enables more surface activity and rearrangement at the interface. The region of near zero density between the first and second ethanol layers does not allow this exchange. 
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Due to the relatively slow dynamics of this interfacial hydrogen bonding we ran longer simulations to capture these lifetimes, hence the 0 -200 ps x-axis in Figure 4 . These functions exhibit rapid decay on the femtosecond time scale representing reoreintational motion of the OH bond, followed by a slow decay due to translational motion of the alcohols. The slow segments highlight different behavior based upon the identity of the alcohol and whether the alcohol or silica acts as hydrogen bond donor. In both cases, ethanol-silica hydrogen bonds are longer lived than methanol-silica, suggesting more activity and mobility at the methanol-silica interface, consistent with the survival probability data presented in Figure 3 . Specifically, the lack of 
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SiOH to EtOH ethanol molecules just outside the adsorbed layer lower the probability for hydrogen bond breakup since no "replacement" alcohol molecule is available. Further examination of the lifetime decays reveals that, in both systems, hydrogen bonds are longer lived when the alcohol acts as acceptor (note the smaller slope of the long-time tail of the dashed curve compared with the solid curve for each alcohol). This result can be explained by noting that the silica-hydrogen to alcohol oxygen bond consists of more flexible members than the alcohol hydrogen to silica oxygen bond. Thus, the silica oxygen is considerably less able to accommodate alcohol motion than the silica hydrogen while allowing the hydrogen bond to stay intact. respectively. In the spectrum from the solid/liquid interface, the low frequency r + band disappears and intensity is observed in a broad feature centered at ~2950 cm -1 (bottom). Given the absence of r + in the spectrum (and a corresponding source of intensity for Fermi resonance coupling), we tentatively assign this broad feature to one of the asymmetric stretches of ethanol's -CH 3 group that no longer has C 3v symmetry. These data present an interesting comparison of how molecular structure affects organization at solid/liquid interfaces. Methanol and ethanol have similar bulk densities, while the static dielectric constants of these solvents differ by less then 25%. Furthermore, methanol and ethanol associate with the silica surface in similar ways. In terms of elements that will influence interfacial solvent organization, the only obvious difference between these two systems is ethanol's additional methyl group. The effect of this difference is apparent both in the solvent density distributions (Figure 1 ) and in the lifetimes of each solvent's hydrogen bonds (Figure 4) although the solvent survival probabilities ( Figure 3 ) and surface coverages (Figure 1 ) appear similar.
Experimentally, absolute signal intensities drop (in Figure 6 ) by approximately an order of magnitude when moving from the solid/vapor interface to the solid/liquid interface. This general attenuation due to the presence of an adjacent liquid phase can be seen in the case of the ethanol r -mode in Figure 6 . Despite this difference in intensities, the absence of any vibrational response from the silica/methanol liquid interface ( Figure 5 ) is striking. Lack of a VSF signal from an interface can arise from several sources: the absence of surface species, isotropic organization at the interface, or strong surface anisotropy having inversion symmetry. At the silica/methanol liquid interface, surface species are present and, given the strength of the methanol-silica hydrogen bonding, a random organization of surface methanol molecules seems unlikely. In the next section, we examine MD simulation results of these systems in an attempt to isolate differences between the silica-methanol and silica-ethanol systems that may illuminate the reason for the suppressed VSFS response in the silica-methanol system.
MD INVESTIGTION OF VSFS RESPONSE
To examine VSFS experiments using molecular insight gained from these MD simulations, we consider that an ssp-polarized VSF signal arises when the active mode such as the methyl symmetric stretch has a net orientation of its IR transition moment normal to the silica surface. A cumulative orientational profile for the methyl symmetric stretch vector of each solvent is used to visualize the contribution to a VSF signal based solely upon the number of molecules present and their orientation with respect to the silica interface. The cumulative orientational profile S(z) is:
where i represents the index of a discrete bin along the simulation z axis, N is the number of alcohol molecules, and θ is the angle between a vector parallel to molecule's VSF-active mode (in our simulation these vectors are O-CH 3 for methanol and CH 2 -CH 3 for ethanol) and a vector normal to and pointing away from the silica surface. Methanol and ethanol orientational profiles are similarly shaped (Figure 7) , both dominated by the orientation induced by alcohol molecules hydrogen bonded to the silica surface. Closer inspection of the two orientational profiles, however, show subtle differences.
Methanol's orientational distribution at the interface is more sharply peaked at normal angle than ethanol's, resulting in a profile with larger magnitude despite a similar molecular density at the silica surface. Immediately next to the surface region, (z = 4 -8Å), the curves behave differently.
Methanol molecules present in this region (the second sublayer) have negative net orientation, causing a decrease in the curve. For ethanol, this region corresponds to the vacancy between the first and second density peaks that results in a short plateau in the curve. Both curves decrease dramatically at the second density peak and gradually decay as the bulk region is approached, We next consider the molecular reorientation dynamics using orientational time correlation functions, C O (t), 40 defined by:
where û is a unit vector parallel to the molecular vector of interest. The ensemble average is calculated over all alcohol molecules and all time origins. Orientational correlation functions of vectors parallel to the VSF active mode are shown in Figure 8 . 
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MeOH -2nd sublayer C t O t most interfacial methanol act as both hydrogen bond donor and acceptor with silica, essentially fixing the O-CH 3 vector. The relevant ethanol vector of interest is affixed to a geometrically similar structure but also able to rotate about the O-CH 2 -CH 3 angle. This condition agrees with the shape of the surface ethanol CH 2 -CH 3 orientational time correlation function and suggests rapid reorientation within a fixed cone. As expected, methanol's second sublayer exhibits a faster reorientation than the hydrogen-bonded methanol at the silica surface but slower than that observed in bulk methanol. We now note that the partial cancelation of the interface-induced order (as shown in Fig. 7 ) occurs by molecules in the second sublayer that exhibit rapid reorientation dynamics relative to alcohol molecules hydrogen bonded to the silica surface.
The molecular dynamics results with the methanol next to the perfect silica surface suggest that although the methanol molecules directly next to the strongly oriented monolayer are oppositely oriented, the contribution is not dramatic enough to explain the lack of the VSF signal. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is surface structural imperfections that might diminish the signal from the adsorbed monolayer immediately in contact with the silica.
To simulate an imperfect silica surface we set the partial charges of every sixth silica site to zero and compared results with the findings previously described. We refer to these surfaces as "deactivated" and "active," respectively. Density profiles of the active and deactivated systems ( Figure 9 ) differ in two main ways. As expected, the number of alcohol molecules hydrogen bonded to the silica surface decreases, as can be seen in the first density peaks and the cumulative numbers in dotted curves. The second difference is a noticeable density increase in the region between the first and second density peaks. The cumulative number of alcohol molecules reveals that the reduced number of surface-bound alcohol molecules is approximately equal to the increased number of molecules present in the "second sublayer." Deactivated silica surfaces change the cumulative orientational profiles of methanol and ethanol systems (see Figure 10) . In both systems the initial surface peak is lower due to fewer alcohols hydrogen bonded to the silica surface. More interestingly, we observe that the increased population in the second sublayer acts to further reduce the net orientation. The well-ordered alcohol molecules hydrogen-bonded to the silica surface induce an average orientation in this second sublayer that is opposite to the surface orientation. The impact of this second sublayer is more pronounced in methanol. Finally, as we go beyond the second sublayer region, in the methanol system, the difference between the active and deactivated systems extends toward the bulk, suggesting that disorder in the silica surface results in a greater reduction in the ssppolarized VSF signal from the methyl symmetric stretch than in the ethanol system, whose Figure 11 represents the normalized orientational distribution of the molecules inside a 0.5 Å thick interval along the z-axis and is essentially an expansion of the cosθ term in Eq. 3. The top left plot in Figure 11 shows the orientational distributions of ethanol at the "activated"
surface. The region of near zero density in the "activated" ethanol system is noted by making the representative ribbons semi-transparent. When the "deactivated" surface is introduced However, unlike the silica-methanol system the orientation of ethanol molecules in the second solvent layer (7.5 < z < 9.0 Å, Figure 11 , top right) is affected by this population increase. The second solvent layer reorients itself in response to the orientation of the newly populated second sublayer and the net effect is a cumulative orientational profile relatively similar to that of the "activated" system. This induced orientation of the ethanol second solvent layer explains the convergence of the cumulative orientational profiles of ethanol in Figure 10 .
The impact of surface defects on the second sublayer offers a possible explanation for the absence of the VSF response from the silica-liquid methanol interface. Surface imperfections increase the population of methanol molecules in the second sublayer. These molecules are orientationaly opposed to the adsorbed molecules, resulting in a diminished signal. Surface defects also increase the population of ethanol molecules in the second sublayer except that in this case -but not for methanol -the ethanol molecules in the second solvent layer adopt an orientation that partially cancels contributions from molecules in the second sublayer. This results in no significant effect on the total signal generated by the silica-ethanol system. Figure   11 describes these induced orientations that result in the different responses seen in Figure 10 . In summary, deactivating the silica surface only affects the ethanol response in Figure 10 while z < 10 Å. Deactivating the silica surface in the methanol system introduces a greater signal reduction that persists well into the bulk region. 
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Deactivating surface silica sites also decreases the lifetime of alcohol-silica hydrogen bonds. Silica-alcohol lifetimes obtained by exponential fits of the slow decay parts of the hydrogen bond lifetimes are given in Table 1 . These lifetimes were obtained from fit to hydrogen bond lifetime correlation functions calculated from trajectories of longer duration, as mentioned in the discussion of Figure 3 above. We believe that this reduction in lifetime is due to two factors. The deactivated silica sites reduce the probability of alcohol molecules hydrogen bonding to two adjacent silica sites, making the same alcohol-silica interactions half as strong.
This increases the likelihood of the molecule leaving the surface. The increased population of the second sublayer in turn increases the likelihood that the surface alcohol molecule will be replaced by a mobile alcohol molecule from this second sublayer.
Tuning the surface hydroxyl composition of silica is difficult to accomplish in a controlled and quantitative manner. However, surface hydroxyl group density can be changed by using a different substrate. α-Alumina is another substrate commonly used in chromatographic applications and as a substrate for packed reactor beds. [41] [42] [43] The surface hydroxyl concentration for this metal oxide is estimated to be ~2-3 times higher than for silica. [44] [45] [46] Furthermore, α-alumina is considered to have a basic surface compared to silica's acidic surface, meaning that the α-alumina's surface hydroxyl groups will accept even stronger hydrogen bonds from adjacent methanol relative to silica. Given the MD simulation predictions that higher -OH surface coverage should lead to a stronger SFG response from the liquid-solid interface, we measured the VSF response from a liquid alumina-methanol interface. interfaces. Spectra were acquired under ssp polarization conditions. Figure 12 shows that unlike the methanol-silica system ( Figure 5 ), the methanol-alumina liquidsolid interface shows a weak but clearly distinguishable methanol VSF response. Based on insight gained from our experimental and computational studies, we believe this signal is due to the increased surface -OH group density. This increased density of hydroxyl groups manifests itself by diminishing the population and order of the methanol second sublayer. Both of these effects are predicted to lead to an increased SFG signal. This experimental result also raises a host of interesting questions about solvent structure at hydroxyl-terminated surfaces 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Liquid methanol and ethanol interact with a silica surface by similar means and the silica surface induces a similar molecular order in both liquids. However, VSFS experiments suggest that some non-trivial orientational differences between the two liquid-solid interfaces must exist.
We use molecular dynamics simulations of the liquid methanol-silica and liquid ethanol-silica interfaces to compare molecular orientational behavior that may account for the differences in recorded VSF spectra. The single methyl group difference between the alcohols' alkyl groups results in different surface structures. Beyond the hydrogen bonded interface, the aligned methyl tails do not create a large enough hydrophobic region to prevent the formation of a low-density second sublayer that aligns itself to partially cancel the VSF signal. This methanol interlayer has been previously reported 5 and considered as a possible cause of VSF signal attenuation at the methanol-silica surface. This second sublayer is not observed in MD simulations of the ethanolsilica system.
In further studies we introduced defects into the simulated silica surface. This resulted in an ethanol-silica surface with a populated second sublayer region. In these simulations we found that this sublayer induced orientation ethanol's second solvent layer, effectively replacing the average orientational anisotropy negated by molecules present in the second sublayer. The second solvent layer of methanol does not respond in this manner. We believe that the lack of induced order in methanol's second solvent layer is largely responsible for the methanol's absent VSF signal as compared to ethanol's weaker but still present VSF spectrum. The addition of surface defects both increased the population in the second sublayer region and increased the dynamics of the alcohol molecules at the interface.
